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Anyone can automate...
but an enterprise needs
to coordinate and scale



Too many unintegrated, domain-specific tools

Many organizations share the same challenge
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SecOpsNetwork ops Devs/DevOps IT ops



Different teams a single platform
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Break down silos

Cloud

IT opsDevs/DevOps SecOps Network ops

Line of business

Edge Datacenter

Consistent governance



Why the Red Hat® 
Ansible® Automation 
Platform?
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Why the Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform?
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Simplify automation creation

and management across

multiple domains.

AgentlessSimple

Easily integrate with 

hybrid environments.

Powerful

Orchestrate complex

processes at enterprise scale.

Why the Ansible Automation Platform?



90+

Why the Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform?

Network SecurityInfrastructure Cloud

certified platforms
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New platform?
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Current Architecture

Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform 2

Ansible Automation Platform

WebUI ● Centralized, monolithic application

● Control node contains control plane 
and execution plane

● Poor scalability, rigid architectureExecution

API

                 RBAC                 Workflows                  Audit

virtualenvs



Automation Mesh

Control Plane

AAP 2.1 Architecture

● Decentralized, modular application

● Decouple control plane and execution 
plane

● Containerized execution environments

Execution Environment Execution Environment Execution Environment

Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform 2

WebUI

API

                 RBAC                 Workflows                  Audit



What makes a platform?
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What makes a platform?
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Combining the universal automation 

language with cloud services and 

certified content for automating, 

deploying, and operating applications, 

infrastructure and services securely at 

enterprise scale.

Providing scalable, secure implementation for describing, 

building, and managing the deployment of enterprise IT 

applications across diverse enterprise architectures.

Ansible automation

Cloud services that facilitate team collaboration

and provide operational analytics for automating 

heterogeneous, hybrid environments.

Cloud services

Extends native platform capabilities with certified, 

supported content designed to expand the automation 

domain and accelerate adoption for enterprise customers.

Certified content



What makes a platform?
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Automation controller
Automation 

hub
Automation 

services catalog

Fueled by an 
open source community

Insights for Ansible 
Automation Platform

Ansible command line

Ansible Cloud ServicesOn-premises

Ansible content domains

Infrastructure

Cloud Network Security
Linux Windows

Content creators

Operators

Domain experts

Users



Create
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Ansible playbooks
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---
- name: install and start apache
  hosts: web
  become: yes

  tasks:
    - name: httpd package is present

  yum:
      name: httpd
      state: latest

    - name: latest index.html file is present
      template:
        src: files/index.html
        dest: /var/www/html/

    - name: httpd is started
      service:
        name: httpd
        state: started
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What makes up an Ansible playbook?

PluginsModulesPlays



Simplified and consistent content delivery

Collections
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What are they?

Collections are a data structure containing 

automation content:

▸ Modules

▸ Playbooks

▸ Roles

▸ Plugins

▸ Docs

▸ Tests
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Automation Execution Environments

Ansible CoreLibrariesCollections
Execution

Environments Universal Base Image

Components needed for automation, packaged in a cloud-native way



UBI
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Ansible Core

Collections Dependencies

Execution 
environment 

builder

Execution
Environment

Content
Creator

Private 
automation hub

Development cycle of an automation execution environment

Build, create, publish
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Automation 
content 

navigator 

Content
Creator

How to develop, test and run containerized Ansible content

Develop, test, run

Supported

Scalable

Playbook Execution
Environments



Red Hat Ansible 
Automation Platform 

cluster

Value of Private Automation Hub

Private Automation Hub architecture
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Private
Automation Hub

Custom
enterprise content

Automation Hub
cloud.redhat.com

Ansible Galaxy

Developer
IDE

Content
SDK

Build Publish Deliver



Operate
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Anatomy of Automation Operation
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Workflows Credentials

Centralized Logging & 
Audit TrailAPI & 

Webhooks

Automation 
controller



Integration of automation into

larger workflows

API
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▸ The API provides programmatic access to the 

automation via a defined interface.

▸ Underneath it is still powered by the same bits and 

pieces which are at the core: workflows, 

inventories, etc. 

▸ It offers simple integration into other tools like

ITSM, SOAR, etc.



Understand what is going on

Dashboards
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Overview of the actual cluster, the jobs 

happening, the nodes connected, what works 

and fails right at this moment.

Overview across clusters, better insight into use 

cases of automation; insight into adoption of 

automation per organization.



Consume
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Provide others the mean to consume

Self service
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For teams accessing directly the automation 

environment and are close to the automation 

platform processes.

For high level access distant or not even aware of 

the underlying automation environment; lines of 

business for example.



Govern access

Approval
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▸ Approval processes allow a human interaction to 

the automation, to add governance like human 

level administration.

▸ Both available at the operational level on the 

Automation controller UI as well as in the service 

catalog level.



Incorporate automation into your ITSM

IT service management
integration (ITSM)
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▸ Integrate high level workflows in existing ITSM 

toolsets with the automation platform.

▸ Have the automation platform reach out to the 

ITSM system whenever things are changing, 

including data transmission between the tools.



Define your journey

Automation adoption

Empower business transformation with highly scalable 
automation, orchestration of capabilities, and evolved 
ways of working in a culture of collaboration.

Strategy

Chart a journey map from 
foundational use case to 
target state with measurable 
business outcomes.

Foundation

Empower a cross-functional 
team to automate and operate 
an initial set of workflows in an 
initial automation framework.

Adoption

Expand skills, integrations, 
and orchestrated workflows 
in increments with 
measurable value.

Establish automation framework, 
tooling, and techniques that 
empower process evolution and 
business-driven workflows.

Adopt open practices to quickly 
develop, validate, and launch new 
services and workflows in response
to changing demands.

Spark innovation and agility with new 
approaches to increase collaboration 
and communities that empower and 
inspire the organization

Technology

Process

Culture

Automation and IT modernization
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Next steps
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Learn more

Where to go next

Get started

▸ Workshops

▸ Documents

▸ Youtube

▸ Twitter

▸ Evals
▸ cloud.redhat.com

Get serious

▸ Red Hat Automation Adoption Journey

▸ Red Hat Training

▸ Red Hat Consulting

https://github.com/ansible/workshops
https://docs.ansible.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPJo5UY1KsP7J1BuHmiWNzQ
https://twitter.com/ansible
https://www.redhat.com/en/technologies/management/ansible/try-it
https://cloud.redhat.com/
https://www.redhat.com/en/resources/services-journey-automation-adoption-brief
https://www.ansible.com/products/training-certification
https://www.ansible.com/products/consulting



